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ROLLINS'COLLEGE LIBRARt

ROLLINS PREPARES FOR DRIVE TO MIAMI

Eollins

World
Flashes
From the

UnitedPress

Washington, Nov. 15—The White
House, the State Department, and
Soviet officials today all answered
questions as to what is holding up
Soviet-American negotiations by
answering that they are not being
held up.
This assertion, however, did not
explain the fact that Foreign Commisar Maxim Litvinov's mission in
Washington has been prolonged
far beyond his plans. He had previously intended to sail today, but
his discusisons are now known to
have burrowed deeper than he foresaw.
WF-UP
London, Nov. 15—The American
dollar slumped drastically to new
postwar levels today, hammered by
speculators who believed
that
Roosevelt was seeking a level of
six dollars to the British pound.
WF-UP
Lisbon, Nov. 15—Colonel and
Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh arrived
here at 12:60 today after a 235mile flight down the coast from
Caldelas de Tuy. Lindbergh expected to confer with aviation officials regarding plans for a transatlantic air route via the Azores
Islands.

ARE PLANNED
Four Named Eligible to Apply
For Rhodes Scholarships
For the past month there have
been many rumors about the plans
for the Rhodes Scholarships but
nothing definite had been decided
upon. Last Thursday evening the
committee met to discuss the Scholarships.
Thomas Johnson, John McNutt,
Ray Miller, and Richard Wilkinson
were selected as eligible to apply
from the State of Florida for the
two Scholarships that Florida may
win. They are in competition with
five other states. North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee
and Alabama. Each committee will
choose two students who will apply for four Scholarships allowed
this locality. It is possible that
the Rollins students may win two
of them. If they do win them the
students will attend Oxfoi-d University for two years, entering in
the fall of 1934. If they desire further study at Oxford or any other
university the Scholarships will
continue for the third year. The
applications are due to be in not
later than November 18th.
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E
SPEECH i O E
BlPfiES.HOLT
Address is Feature of College
Observation of Roosevelt's
Suggestion
The entire student body, professors, trustees and officers of Rollins College, paid its tribute to the
World War dead and to the commemoration of Armistice Day, by
irvice held on Saturday morn.ing, November 1, in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel.
In a stirring address, President
Hamilton Holt declared that "we
older people have not kept faith
with the dead," and urged the
younger generation to "keep faith"
foy working for perpetual international peace.
Dr. Holt went back over a period
of sixteen years to recollect some
•of the historical happenings which
left their imprint on the affairs
of the world. He told of his visit
to the Twenty-sixth Division when
was the first civilian to visit
famous Yankee unit after its
*first taste of battle in France, and
of his pride in the reports of gallantry shown by the doughboys
from his own state of Connecticut
their first fight with the Germans.
He described the background and
the events at the first Versailles
Peace Conference when President
Wilson read the Covenant of the
proposed League of Nations. Afthe conclusion of the address
by Wilson, Dr. Holt 'reports, there
a period of utmost silence. "In
that moment," Dr. Holt said, "the
v'orld substituted co-operation for
ompetition."
Since that time, however, he insisted, the United States abandoned her high moral plane and entered "a moral slump."
He turned to a description of the
ene in Washington, D. C , twelve
year
ago,
when
America
buried the Unknown Soldier in Arlington Cemetery. That same afoon, he said, another ceremony
(Continued OH Page 2)

Music Appreciation
Hears Spirituals

club
The
in the program of the music
The committee of the six states
leciation hour, November 21.
will meet in January probably at
choir will present three types
Jacksonville for the final selections of church music—the earlier Italfor the Scholarships.
in, typified by the "Adoramus Te"
The college committee will assist f Palestrina; the German chorthese four Rollins students and le, represented by "What Tongue
will wish them the best of luck and :an Tell Thy Greatness" of Bach;
hope that as many as possible will and the modern Russian, exemplireceive the Rhodes Scholarships.
in the "Salvation is Created"
of Ctschesnokoff and the "Cherum Song" of Bortniansky.
The glee club will sing "Deep
iver," a typical negro spiritual,
id "The Silver Swan," an English
madrigal. **
Mary Butler Longest became the
r. Honaas will talk on the backlew president of the Rollins Key ground of church music and will ilSociety last Wednesday night at lustrate the development of choral
the Kappa Kappa House.
singing and the differences beMiss Longest will fill the va- tween Palestrina who was purely
cancy of George Barber, retiring subjective and wrote for the choir
president now in New York City alone; Bach, who was more intistudying art. Mary Lynn Rogers mate in his music; and the modern
;ians who are so dramatic and
as vice president and Olive Dickson
"s secretary and treasuti-er, will emotional.
still fill their respective capacities.
Tom Johnson, Betty Childs, Bill
Mosteller and Ray Miller include
the names of the present members.
Xew members will be considered
>t the next meeting, which will be
held at the Chi Omega house Wednesday night, November 15th. At
On account of the trip to Miami
"lat time plans for the coming seathe Chapel service w- be held Sunson wil be discussed.
day evening at 8:15. It is "Red
;s" Sunday, and there will be
One way of riding back to pros- special music. The theme of the
Parity is on a buy-cycle.
service will be "In Appreciation of
Friendship," and the collection
tt takes two people to discover will be given to the Red Cross As• truth; one to utter it, the other sociation.
•• «pply it.

^ncky Longest Is
New Key President

Chapel Service to
Be Held in Evening
After Miami Trip

antispur

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, NOVEMBER 15, 1933

A TTENTION PLEASE!
LIBRARY RULES SET FORTH
1. Books for circulation. Most of the books in the library
circulate freely. They may be drawn by any student or
member of the faculty for a period of two weeks. They may
then be renewed for a similar period unless they have meanwhile been reserved for another reader.
2. Each book must be recorded at the desk before it is
taken from the room. This little formaliby is occasionally
overlooked, especially by one who is in a hurry or is coming
from the stacks with a number of books and thinking of something else. It is hoped that the added convenience obtained
through admission to the stacks will make the borrower more
sensitive of his obligation in this respect.
3. Books for reference and current magazines. Most of
the reference books are on open shelves in the reading and
reference room. They are in daily demand for classes and
for individuals. For that reason they are not allowed to circulate as other books do. On application at the desk they
may be drawn at closing time one day and kept until opening time the next day. The removal of these books at any
other time and in any other way is not permitted.
4. Books on reserve. Certain books are selected by the
instructor for special use in certain courses. They are placed
on reserve shelves in the alcove of the reading and reference
room. They may be taken out only over night or for such
period as may be granted by written permission of the instructor.
5. These simple regulations are for the good of all who
use the library. They are intended to promote impartiality and
fair play. Only through their observance can the library perform its important function in the program of the college.
6. High tribute is due to our students, faculty and staff
for their fine co-operation almost without exception. But
now and then this splendid record is broken by a violation so
flagrant that it shocks our fundamental faith in human nature. Let every true friend in the library do his part and
see that his neighbor does likewise in the interest of the
square deal for everyone.

Miss Russell Directs
''Hedda GahW; to
Be Given Dec. 15th
Miss Annie Russell has announced the attractions in her Professional Artists Series for the Annie
Russell Theatre this season. The
series will be opened with a performance of "Hedda Gabler" by
Hendrik Ibsen on the evening of
December 15. This play will be
under the personal direction of
Miss Russell, assisted by Paul
d'Estoumelles and Mrs. Rhea
Smith. The cast includes Madame
Elizabeth d'Estoumelles, who has
had wide experience on the stage
and in the movies, both in this
country and in France; George
Holt, son of Dr. Holt, who is returning from Oxford for the production; Mrs. Buel Trowbridge, Mrs.
A. E. Dick, and Rhea Smith.
Other attractions in the series
include Josef Hoffmann, pianist;
Louis Bailly, famous French violist with the Curtis String Quartet; Maria Theresa, dancer; Benjamin de Loache, baritone; Madame Lea Luboshutz, violinist,
with Boris Goldowsky, pianist; and
Maria Sundelius, prima donna soprano.
This remarkable series of artists
is being offered a t half price to
the faculty, students, and staff of
Rollins College. The orders for
season tickets are now being filled
in the order received. The price
for the members of Rollins College is $5.00 for season tickets in
the orchestra, which includes the
seven performances. For further
information write or telephone Mrs.
Rhea Marsh Smith.

STRUGGLE FOB CiPEL STAFF
Exhibition
PEACE IS GITEB
PLANS WORK Public
Now Open at Studio
Baron

d'Estoumelles
Gives Forty-six S t u d e n t s A t t e n d t h e
Chapel Address
M e e t i n g of C o m m i t t e e s

Under the title "A World
Athirst," Baron Paul d'Estoumelles spoke in Knowles Chapel on
the world's struggle for organized
peace since the close of the World
War. He gave a picture of the
French people in November, 1918,
hoping and believing that Athena,
the goddess of wisdom and justice,
might lead the nations at last into
concord, and contrasted it with today's picture showing Athena decrepit and outcast looking on while

Forty-six students attended the
joint meeting of the Chapel Staff
and Chapel Committees held last
Wednesday evening in the Frances
Chapel. Dean Campbell outlined
the work he expected the committees to accomplish this year, and
both he and Professor Trowbridge
expressed great hope for the future of the chapel, and pointed out
some of the grand chances for service offered by it to the students of
Rollins.
In the individual committee
meetings which followed, each
group elected a temporary chairman and spent some time in discussing their various projects. The
program and publicity committees
agreed to meet again on Tuesday
and the social service group on Wednesday, at which times they would
have definite programs ready for
active work.
The committees are composed of
the following:
USHERS:
John Cudmore, Ben Kuhns, Car(Continued on Page 2)

One of the most interesting art
exhibitions of the year is now on
display in the Art Studio. This
exhibition will be open to the public for the rest of this month. The
gallery is open every day until five
in the afternoon, excepting Saturday and Sunday.
Some of the paintings
Two water colors by E. Hopkinson Smith, famous author,
engineer, and painter, loaned
by President Holt.
"Petunias" by Anna Fisher,
member of the National Academy of Design, director of the
Louis Comfort Tiffany Foundation and instructor in Pratt
Institute, loaned by Mrs. Jean
Jacques Pfister.
Water color by J. Wells
Champney, loaned by Miss Virginia Robie.
Water color by Roy Mason,
member of the National Academy of Design, American Water Color Society, and Salmagungi Club, loaned by Mrs.
Pfister.
"The Spanish Shawl" by
Robert Gauley, member of the
National Academy of Design
and represented in the Corcoran Art Gallery, Washington,
and many of the great American Museums—now a resident
of Winter Park.
"Long Island Sound" by E.
Potthas, deceased, famous New
York artist, and during his life
member of many important art
groups and represented in
many museums, both loaned by
Mrs. Pfister.
"The Turquoise Sea" and
"La Rochelle" by George L.
Noyes, Boston artist, and now
resident of Winter Park.

The Baron said that we should
realize the despair that comes
when our ideals and ideas are frustrated in this way, when hope of
peace seems to disappear. How;ever, d'Estoumelles did not leave
us with this dark picture of world
conditions. He went on to say
that the great youth movement today in Italy, Germany, and France
was a significant and hopeful sign
and that, contrary to common belief, there exists a better understanding today between French
youth and German N«zi youth
than has ever existed before. He
said that the common ground for
this sympathy was a neutral scepticism of the exaggerated value of
wealth and material possessions,
and a new turning to the soil as
The editorial board of the Flasomething firm to grasp in a world mingo, the Rollins literary monthconfusion.
ly, is issuing the first number of
He also warned that the great this college year today, after some
energy of this movement must find postponement of its publication.
Any member of the student body
an outlet, must be directed in the
proper channels, where the zeal of may contribute to the magazine
and
material should be given to
youth might find glory without
war. Here Mr. d'Estoumelles cit- some member of the editorial board
ed an incident from his own ex- or addressed to the Flamingo and
perience as an aviator in the World placed in the box in Carnegie^ The
War; how he saw one of France's deadline is the twentieth of the
youngest aces with more than month preceding the month of pubtwenty combats to his credit, a lication.
The board is planning the organslight fair-haired boy, cHmb into
the cockpit of his favorite fighting ization of a Contributors' Group
plane and with a word of farewell, and those wishing to make appli
head into the bright morning sun cation to it are required to submit
November 21, 1933
d disappear over enemy country a manuscript. Those who have not
1. Fantasia in G major—Bach.
ver to be seen again. This story already done so and would like to
2; Ronde des Princesses from
^become
members
of
it
are
requestwas given to illustrate the drama,
"The Fire Bird" suite—Strovinski.
the tragedy, and the glory of war ed to submit one as soon as pos3. (a) Pierette — Chaminade;
and death which appeals to the sible.
The next issue of the Flamingo (b) Sylvia—Oley Speaks.
youth of the whole world and for
4. At Evening—Ralph Kinder.
which we must find some substi- will appear some time in Decem5. Overture—Phedre (arranged
tute in time of peace—some outlet ber, the deadline for which will be
by Kraft)—Massenet.
the twentieth of this month.
(Continued on Page 2)

November Issue of
Flaming^o Out Today

Organ Vespers

ORGANIZED
MOTORCADE TO
MAKE JOURNEY
Seventy-five Autos To Travel With
Police Escorts On 250-Mile
Trip
The long and anxiously awaited en masse movement of
the Rollins student body to Miami on the occasion of the
annual football contest between the two institutions will become a reality on Friday of this week.
Below are the complete rules for the trip, together with
the schedule which is to be followed during the absence from
the campus of the motorcade:
Financial Arrangements
The cost of the whole trip, covering all expenses, and admission
to the game, is $8.00 a person.
If you cannot pay the full
amount in cash, make your arrangements with Mr. Brown.
Car Drivers
Car drivers please register TuesWood Carving in Bas-Relijef
day morning as early as possible
Added to Chapel
at the Treasurer's Office.
A wood carving in bas-relief,
Rules For Motorcade
the gift of Mrs. Frances Knowles
The motorcade will start promptWarren (Mrs. George E. Warren)
donor of the Chapel, was dedicated ly at eight o'clock Friday mornat the universal peace service in ing, under motorcycle police escort.
Knowles Memorial Chapel, Sunday,
The line will form on Kentucky
Novmeber 12.
avenue in front of Carnegie Hall.
All cars are expetced to keep in
In announcing this gift, Dean
Charles A. Campbell said, "It is line in the group to which they
a very great pleasure to announce are assigned. Each car will be
that Mrs. Frances Knowles War- numbered.
All students are expected to reren, the generous donor of the
Knowles Memorial Chapel, has main with the College group
.presented an additional gift to throughout the entire trip.
augment the beauty and spiritual
Progr;
of Events
charm of this majestic building.
For several months she has planFootball game Friday nighit, folned a bas-relief to be placed in lowed by informal dancing. Aththe tympanum above the interior letic events will take place Saturof the doorway to the nave. Yes- day morning. On Saturday afterterday it was delivered and placed noon there will be a sight-seeing
jn position.
trip and swimming parties at the
Facing the entrance the choir Beach. A formal dance will be held
has been halted in the recessional at the Biltmore Club Saturday
for a few moments, and the people night. Formal dress is desirable.
are requested to turn for a glimpse
Tickets
of its significant symbolism. The
central figure is that of Jesus
Upon registering at the TreasChrist, the Prince of Peace, in the urer's office at Rollins, each perattitude of heavenly benediction. son will be given a ticket of adOn either side in the posture of mission to the football game. Coureverent adoration, are John, the pons will be issued for Standard
beloved disciple and friend, and Oil gas to the driver of each car.
Mary, the mother of Jesus—man The Rollins group will be seated
and woman, representative of all in a block on the visitor's side of
humanity.
the field adjacent to the benches
"Above, is the inscription in the of the Rollins team. Faculty and
Master's word, "Peace I leave
th friends as well as students in the
you." As we depart from the vaa- {'Rollins group will be given these
rious services of worship in this tickets.
sanctuary there ever rests upon us
Return Trip
all the blessing of grace and peace.
The motorcade will leave for
Thus we desire to quicken the
minds of men, that above all divine home Sunday morning at nine
bestowals, is peace; inward peace o'clock.
Headquarters
in the midst of conflict, peace between the hearts of men and the
Headquarters for the Rollins
will of God, and peace through jus- group will be the San Sebastian
tice and goodwill among all peo- Hotel, Coral Gables. Meals will
ples.
be served there.
"It is most suggestive that the
cross, carried by the crucifer for
the first time this morning, is lifted before the face of the Son of
(Continued on Page 2)
Rollins College has just received
the application of t\50-^d-halfyear-old Arthur Levitt, Jr., of New
York, N. Y., whose parents are
anxious to have him enrolled in the
The Rollins College glee club and freshman class of 1949. Young
choir have launched into a year of Arthur's application shows the ingreat plans and hoped-for achieve- fluence of Robert Levitt, his uncle, also of New York, N. Y., who
ments. Not only is the gh
preparing for a concert to be given . was graduated from Rollins in
in the Annie Russell Theatre dur- 1931.
ing the winter term, but it intends
Last year, Rollins received from
to present an operetta later in the Mr. and Mrs. Raymond W. Greene,
year. Among the light operas be- the applications for their three
ing considered are "Robin Hood" chilren. Mary Louise, age 6, is
and "The Mikado" of Gilbert and; apply ing for enrollment in the
Sullivan. A concert trip to St. class of 1945, Charlotte Ann, age
Petersburg or some other Florida , 4 ^ , is slaed for the class of 1946
city is also in the offing.
>or 1947, and Raymond W. Jr., age
At the present moment, the choir 4 ^ , is slated for the class of 1946
is putting all its energy into pre- Their father was graduated from
paring excerpts from Handel's IjloUins in 1923 and their mother,
"Messiah" to be sung at the Christ- jwho was Wilhemina Freeman, was
mas service in the Knowles chapel, graduated from Rollins in 1927.

Children of Rollins
Grads Apply Early

Glee Club and Choir
Plan Active Year

THE

TWO

Mrs. G. E. Warren
Gives Chapel Cross
(Continued from Page 1)
Man, for the cross forever tymbolizes peace through love.
"Representing Mrs. Warren, it is
my privilege to present to you this
gracious gift to the chapel, to Rollins College and to the community."
Dr. Hamilton Holt acepted the
wood carving with the following
words:
"In behalf of the trustees, faculty, students and alumni of Rollins
College, and in behalf of the entire community, I accept this beautiful. Christian symbol which shall
forever enrich this temple and bestow its benediction upon all people who rest, meditate and worship
here. Again the College and the
community are in debt to the good
daughter of the good father, both
of whom have rendered such continuous and generous service to
the entire life of the College and
town. It is the regret of all of
us that Mrs. Warren cannot be
present with us this morning. I
shall express to her the gratitude
and affection that we all have in
our hearts for her. I rejoice that

it is on Peace Sunday that we dedicate this wood carving, expressive
of peace in the human heart, within the nation and among the nations. I know of no better expression of the sentiment for peace
i h a n in the benedictian of Jesus,
nor can I find better and loftier
words by a poet to express its
meaning than those of our late beloved friend and neighbor, Clinton
Scollard, who said in his poem,
"The Winds of God":
"Across the azure spaces.
Athwart the vasts of sky,
With winnowings of mighty wings
The winds of God go by.

The Oratorical Association sent
two speakers to the meeting of tbe
Junior Chamber of Commerce of
Orlando Monday noon. The question discussed was the debate topic
of Pi Kappa Delta for this year.
It is, "Resolved, that the powers
of the President of the United
States should be substantially increased as a settled policy."
The discussion, which was broadcast over station WDBO, was given
by Maurice Dreicer, who took the
affirmative, with Bernie Bralove
as his opponent. Professor Pierce
announced the debate.

SHIRTS
Every pattern in this fine selection of Manhattan Shirts is
a beautiful specimen of modern
shirt designing. Every color is
smart and reserved. The style
of the collar, the slope of the
shoulders—the many subtle tailoring details definitely place
these shirts in a superior class.

There are thirty-one matrimonial magazines, and more than 100,000 women annually seek the services of marriage bureaus.

HUNGRY?
Call

Witching Hour
Sandwiches, Hot & Cold Drinks
Free Delivery Service - Phone 88

R.C. BAKER, INC.

CAR TROUBLE?

"at the corner, downtown"

Bring It In To Us

Stevens Service
Winter Park

After The Game
Before The Show
COFFEE AND
A SNACK
AT

NOACK & HALL

(Continued from Page 1)

of a more spontaneous sort took
place when hundreds of people
,went to the home of Woodrow Wilson and stood in the streets for
hours to pay tribute to a great
leader.
"Here were two ceremonies,"
said Dr. Holt, "entirely unlike in
appearance but similar internally.
Both ceremonies paid tribute, one
to the dead, and one to the living.
Above the meres and mountains, There is no need of any one to pity
With unseen sandals shod.
either the Unknown Soldier or
Above the plains with choric
Woodrow Wilson. I envy them.
strains.
The one died for the honor of his
Sweep by the winds of God.
nation; the other died a martyr to
the cause of world peace. We, the
"Peace—in His name," they mur- older men and women, have failed
the Unknown Soldier and Wood"Peace in His name," they cry.
row Wilson. We have not carried
Oh, men give ear! Do you not hear on. Will you, the younger generaThe winds of God go b y ? "
tion, keep faith with the d e a d ? "

Rollins Speakers
Debate at Orlando
Junior C. C. Meeting

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR_

Pi Gamma Mu Holds
Art Department to
Chapel Staff
President Holt
London Orchestra
Discussion on N.R.A.
Visit St. Pete and
Delivers Address
And Committees
Leaders Worried
The Pi Gamma Mu, National So,
Sarasota on Trip
On Armistice Day
(Continued from Page 1)
cial Service Honor Society, spon,
By W. G. QUISENBERRY
Jnited Press Staff Correspondent
LONDON, Nov. 15 (UP)—London's jazz maestros are in an agony of indecision as they debate
whether the public wants its music sweet or hot.
The Prince of Wales likes it hot.
He confided as much to Amelia
Earhart one night as they whirled
around Claridge's ballroom to the
torrid tempo of the "Tiger Rag."
Moreover, two of Harlem's foremost jungle rhythm exponents seldom have been lionized more than
they have here.
Even the staid British Broadcasting Company has fallen so far
under the Harlem influence that
British composers cannot recognize
their own tunes over the radio,
complains Horatio Nicholls, song
publisher.
British compositions,
designed to be sweet, are played
"hot," with weird Aframerican effects that demoralize both composer and dancers.

Escorted by a troop of Boy
Scouts carrying the colors, the entire college marched from Carnegie
Hall over the Walk of Fame to
the chapel for the exercises. An
impressive note entered the ceremonies when the congregation
rose at 10:59 A. M. to observe a
Professor Pierce will speak totwo-minute period of silence which
was brought to a close by the play- night before the Elks Club of Oring of "Taps" on the chapel steps •lando. Fred Newton, the Rollins
-crooner, who has met with such
by the college bugler.
smashing success both on the raThe service was opened by an
dio and in personal appearances,
The library's Florida collection
invocation pronounced by Charles
will assist Professor Pierce in the has been enriched by the addition
Atwood Campbell, Dean of the
entertainment.
ot "The Ocala Boy; a story of
Chapel.
Florida town and forest" by MauThomas Johnson, president of
the Student Association, then read the English Department, then read rice Thompson, author of "Alice of
Old Vicennes" and other books. It
an
original
poem,
inspired
by
the
a proclamation ot the President
of the United States in which he, Armistice, entitled "The War at is the gift of Mrs. Austin Long,
of
Dubuque, Iowa, (Agnes ThompHome."
A
poem,
"Commemoration
the President, proclaimed that all
schools and coleges should hold a Ode," was read by Dr. Earl E. son, daughter of the author). This,
service in honor of the war dead Fleischman, head of the Dramatic the first copy published, was auDepartment, a veteran of the tographed by Mrs. Long's father
and Armistice Day.
and presented to her mother.
Following this the entire group World War.
While Dr. Holt was editor of the
All World War veterans who had
rose and sang "America."
Independent Maurice Thompson
seen
active
service
in
any
army
At the conclusion of the singing
of "America," Doctor Richard Bur- rose and stood during the reading was one of its literary editors. The
ton, writer of note, read an orig- of t h e Ode. A solo, "There is No first review Dr. Holt ever wrote
inal poem entitled "Two Parades." Death," was sung by Bruce Dough- was on "Alice of Old Vincennes."
lit may be interesting to note that erty at the close of the reading. Among his treasures is a copy of
this poem was accepted by PresiThe singing of the Alma Mater the book and on its fly-leaf the
dent Holt when he was editor of by the entire audience and the letter of appreciation written by
the Independent and was first pub- Benediction by Eev. James B. the author. Maurice Thompson
used to spend many of his winters
lished in t h a t magazine.
Thomas concluded the service.
Treasurer E. T. Brown, a retired here. A stone from his home in
Professor Willard Wattles, of
lieutenant and World War veteran, Crawfordsville, Indiana, is in our
presided, and Captain Edward F. Walk of Fame.
Weinburg, professor of mathemaROLLINS CLEANERS
The Rho Lambda Nu fraternity
tics, served as prevost marshall.
AND LAUNDERERS
takes pleasure in annoncing the
pledging
of Thomas Lawton, of
Student Owned
Miss Ileen Campbell is still ill
Oviedo, Florida.
Professionally Operated
at her home in Palmetto.
SOC CHAKALES, Manager

PERRYDEL L

Professor Pierce
To Speak Tonight

More Florida Books
Added to Library

FRANCES SLATER

The Winter Park
Pharmacy
Established 20 Years

Soda Fountain
Sandwiches
Prescriptions
hone 16

Free Delivery

PREPARE YOUR
HOUSE NOW

rington Lloyd, Fred Newton, Clinton Nichols, Sterling Olmsted, Bryant Prentice, Gordon Spence.
PUBLICITY:
William Davis, Virginia Jaekel,
Thomas Johnson, Gordon Jones,
Howard Showalter, Betty Trevor,
Duke Wellington, Gregory Williams, Louise MacPhei-son.
MUSIC;
Stuart Eaton, Dante Bergonzi,
Nancy
Cushman, Ted Ehrlich,
Katherine Ewing, Eleanor Morse,
Wiliam Mosteller, Eleanor Reese,
Eleanor Sheetz, Dorothy Smith,
James Tullis.
SOCIAL SERVICE:
Jane Coburn, Becky Coleman, Alcott Deming, Olive Dickson, Harry
Edmonds, Marlen Eldredge, Ralph
Gibbs, Violet Halfpenny, Herma
Jeffries, Thomas Johnson, Celestina McKay, William Mosteller,
James Myers, Paul Parker, Tom
Pope, George
Porter, Eleanor
Sheetz, Mary Lynn Rogers, Jane
Thayer, Dick Washington, Gregory
Williams.
PROGRAM:
Robert Barber, Bernard Bralove,
Miram Gaertner, Marion Morrow,
Bryant Prentice, Howard Showalter, Agatha Townsend, Betty Trevor, Annette Twitchell, Maxeda
Hess, Isabel Birnie, Duke Wellington, Marguerite Bird.
All others who are willing to offer their services are urged to confer with Dean Campbell.
The program committee is now
working on plans for a special
Thanksgiving assembly to be held
Wednesday morning, November 29,
in the Chapel. This assembly will
be a service emphasizing the spirit
of Thanksgiving and made up
largely of musical features.
Sunday evening at eight-fifteen,
there will be a special musical service to take the place of the regular morning meditation which will
be omitted on this day because of
the Miami trip.
Mrs. Edith Sackett
Infirmary.

sored a discussion at the Wednesday morning assembly in tne An
nie Russell Theatre. The subje.
of the discussion was the Na,
tional Recovery Act.
Professor France spoke on the
economic situation that led up to
the N.R.A. and the purposes of
President Roosevelt. The poverty
and unemployment situation leading up to the National Recovery
Act was spoken upon by Professor
Clarke.
Kinsman Wright and Maxeda
Hess spoke on the advantages ot
the N.R.A. while Agatha To\vnsend
and Richard Pittman discussed the
disadvantages of the N.R.A.

Peace Problem Cited
By d'Estoumelles
(Continued from Page 1)
for the thirst for drama and personal glory.
Mr.
d'Estoumelles
concluded
that in spite of the clouds that
seem to threaten, hope lies fn this
awakening of youth all over Europe to the needs and wisdom of
Peace.
The service was interrupted during the Recessional while Dean
Campbell called to the attention of
the congregation the beautiful
wood carving over the door entering the nave, the gift of Mrs. Warren. Dr. Holt presented it to the
chapel, the college, and the community.
Advertise in the Sandspur

Christmas is Drawing Near
Let us help you in selecting
your gifts

C. L. PRUYN
"The Winter Park Jeweler"

Distinctive

ill in the

CHRISTMAS
CARDS

DUKE UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

DURHAM, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are
given each year. These may be taken consecutively (M. D. in three
years) or three terms may be taken each year (M. D. in four years).
The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and at least
two years of college work, including the subjects specified for Grade
A Medical Schools. Catalogues and
application forms may be obtained
from the Dean.

Complete Stock
Now on Display

The
ROLLINS PRESS
"Near the Colonial"

Thanksgiving Dinner

PHOENIX HOSIERY

12:30-8 P. M.
November 30

Pansy Blue
Gyptian Crepe
with
Blue Feather Cape

Get a Free
Shake!
COOLS
SOOTHS
PEPS
America's
Newest
Sensation!
35c at
Colonial Drug
Store
Gary's
Pharmacy
Winter Park
Pharmacy

The Art Department of the college plans an a r t pilgrimage to
St. Petersburg Thursday, November 25. This trip is made for the
purpose of visiting the seventh
annual exhibition of the Florida
Federation of Art and also to visit
the Ringling Exhibition in Sarasota.
The group will leave here on November 25 visiting the exhibition
in St. Petersburg that day. They
will spend the night in Venice at
the Barlett Hotel and the next day
visit the Ringling Museum at Sarasota. The trip will not be an expensive one and all wishing to join
the a r t students are cordially invited to do so.
Mr. Pfister was elected as the
Rollins delegate by the Rollins Studio Club and will leave a few days
early, joining the group in St. Petersburg.
Rollins Studio will be well represented in the exhibition. Those
showing paints are Mr. George E
Ganiere, Jean Jacques Pfister,
Hugh McKean, George E. Noyes,
Bets Richards and Virginia Jaekel.

WE HAVE FILLED OVER
140,000 PRESCRIPTIONS
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HAVE YOUR CLOTHES CLEANED
BY EXPERTS
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AU Branches of Beauty
Culture
For Appointment Phone 113

Enjoy Expert Work ar,
Quick Dryers
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For the next cold
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Gateway to the City were found
ing with "creatures" to whom they confide that way down undercattered over Daytona Beach. Prehad never offered more than a neath they too are unhappy but
vious to this week-end, St. Augusgruff greeting—and what is more, they are bravely painting the
tine
has been one of the nicest and
ENJOYING the contact more im- clouds with sunshine).—all of you
quietest cities in Florida; there
mensely than any twiddling con- would do better "o stop and THINK
also many relics which the
versations with their "Brothers" for several minutes. The WORLD
inhabitants claimed were proof
By M. J. DAVIS
Sisters." THEY WILL REAL- always was and always will be the
that the city was the oldest in the
IZE AT LAST THE GREATNESS
e. Seek for the answer from
United States.
BEING AN INDIVIDUAL within yourselves. If you are unpped in cellophane . . . at a
Every time we run out of news,
To pass smoothly over my] Fraternities and sororities would
—MJD—
AND THINKING AND ACTING happy it is your own fault. Deep (which happens only too often)
linal rate. Don laid up Prof.
thoughts regarding fraternities and do well to make SERIOUS use of
Nor is all so quiet over at the
FOR THEMSELVES. It he (or thought will give you the answer and ideas (which happened so long Stone for three days by demanding
sororities with a stupid observa-1 the following suggestion for the
, A. mansion these cold nights.
she) has any iota of brain in his and soon you will sing again. I
explanation of the Antiphlocan't
remember
when
we
tion concerning my not being a personal enlightment and good of make-up, he will not listen to the am forced to admit that day by
Three highly respected (oh yeah)
bought our first copy of the "New gistine Theory. Sounds like somemember of any foolish group is their members:
argument of those who are bound day, here, there is less and less Yorker" and turned columnist) we thing you rub oii your chest . . . . members of the organization have
Once every two weeks you should to say, "Ah, you see now what good will, kindness, sympathy, and
idiotic to the point of being a form
to be locked in their rooms every
fall back on the Rollins Commons and it is!!
of insanity. I regard you not as have "Garbage Day" or "Throw, a Fraternity does for you!' In- LOVE among you. YOU ARE AN
night, to prevent mayhem and
—MJD—
and fire a few random shots hitha bitter outsider—but as one who .out Day," on which each organiza- stead he will think "I see now what IGNORANT POOL TO DESPISE
Everybody, it seems, is expect- manslaughter from being commiter and yon. After looking the sitwatches so many ants scurrying to tion completely ostracizes one of a club has done TO ME!" And, THOSE ABOUT YOU. Let them .uation over for a couple of weeks,
g us to burst forth with some ted. (The boys say they don't like
and fro about an abode built of its members. From the following by the end of the two weeks, the hate and ignore you for that will we've come to the conclusion that brilliant sally concerning the The- blood all over the rugs.) Johnny
sand. Verily, children, the first two weeks the group should ig- cast-away will return a greatly en- only suffice to strengthen you. It it's the tomato-pickles-and-fruit- ta Kappa Nu's fall from grace fol- "El Capitan" Doyle tried to axe
Owen
thing you should all do is to eradi- nor him or her, much in the man- lightened person—perhaps, even, has become the "league" thing to cup combination that holds up the lowing their co-called brawl last Dave "Body Beautiful"
it ignores the miserable out- he will not care to return at all. do to hate and ignore all but
while sleepwalking one night, while
cate from your minds the idea that
line so long of a Sunday evening. Sunday, but we decline. \ We'
those without are ever hoping and siders. Watch the ostracized ones
small stifled group. AWAY WITH Just get an eyeful of some of our inclined to be a trifle biased; any- Paul Ney started to get up out
On
bended
knee
I
beseech
whatHow and flounder for the first
of the chair he was sitting in when
praying to be finally admitted into
delicate damsels dawdling dream how, every wit on campus has takever friends I have in these "al- THIS IDEA! Mark my word:
your group.
Rather, think of few days of lonely misery. For, mighty" groups to do me the one is a hard road to follow—this road ily over those delightfully dainty en a hack at the story so there's some lady walked into the room
longer carried along by the
the other night. That's carrying
those innumerable ones amongst
of
good-fellowship.
Many
fall
by
not
much
left
to
print.
dishes! (Say, this is fun. We'll
favor of giving this suggestior
love a little too far, says we. As
you who care not whether you, as group, they will be forced to seek some sincere consideration. Per the wayside early on the march, have to try it again. ) May w.
Nobody was ever put on social
for Phyllis—well . . . she seems
a body exist or not. I will acknowl- within themselves for d i v e r s haps if two weeks is too long for for to go unnoticed and not to re- uggest they try putting all th'
before, so the Commitusements
and
pleasures.
Many
quite willing to have the boys kill
edge that there are those outsiders
tee isn't quite sure how to go about
will find it already nearly too late the "outcast" to be a personality taliate by ignoring is pain no end. mtle frills and accessories
each other off.
Survival-of-thewho despise fraternities because
it;
should
the
outcasts
be
forbid-for they will find nothing a t all you could reduce the length of BUT AT THE END OF THAT separate table outside . . . down
fittest idea!!!
they were not invited to join—and
den to talk to girls, or, perhaps,
to fall back on. But those in whom time a bit, BUT I CHALLENGE TRAIL, GOD WILL RECEIVE by the diving tower might be a
—MJD—
despise for only that reason. And,
forced
to
go
to
bed
at
eight-thirty
all character and individuality has ANY OR EVERY ORGANIZA- YOU—THEN THE MIGHTIEST good idea . . . and see if the old
We are indeed grieved to learn
to balance these, there are many
every night ? ? The problem realAND GREATEST OF HUMAN line doesn't step a bit faster.
not been throttled away will grad- TION TO TRY IT!!
of you members who ignore the
ly is a serious one, and if you can't that Fleetwood Peeples, the Terror
And while we ike our six
C.C.
BEINGS!!
ually see "the light," so to speak.
of
the Swamplands, has taken it
of iron every day and all that sort j keep quiet back there in the last
outsider who does not respect your They will find themselves conversGreat was the thought when
$if rot, we're kind of getting tired row, you'll have to get out. After on the chin from Dan Cupid. The
impressive clan. To the depths of
the master said, "Sorrow not
You all have no doubt noticed of cauliflower served up at every a little experience, however, the lady in question, it seems, prefers
the Sargasso Sea with both the
at being unknown; sorrow that
how on ship board out at sea, a meal. It's beginning to come out Social Committee will probably be younger blood, so Fleet has packabove types!
ye knew not men."
voice from the salt air, the roll- our ears. (There ought to be' a terrible menace . . . maybe even ed up his troubles and taken 'em
C.C.
ing swells, the cold far sky, seems some bright remark here concern- have a constitution, with by-laws out to Wekiwa where he's gone
back to wrestling with the alligaI should sincerely like to throw to drive away all those petty su- ing pugilists and cauliflower ears and everything.
tors.
one question at you teething stu- perficial hatreds of "lowly human
something, but we haven't the | Things are on the upturn, tho,
New and Used Portables
e n t s - a s individuals. HOW MANY beings", that snobbish attitude, and
By the way, we'd like to know
what
with
some
of
the
boys
getService on All Typewriters
of you are HAPPY ? (Do not mis- you find yourself opening your •inerve to pull it.) Still, we can be j
whatever inspired our talented
Phone 4822, 29 E. Pine, Orlando construe the word "happy" for gay heart to anybody and everybody thankful no one has suggested I ting asked to the K. A. T. dance band leader, Teddy Ehrlich, to
and
to
the
Phi
Mu
supper.
And
loud-mouthed babbling or alcoholic around you, talking happily with students' menus again, as yet!!
nominate himself the only male
they say they were treated just
—MJD—
fermentation of the mind. I im- someone you would never so much
member of the Wekiwa party last
Confound and mystify your Pro- like real white folks, too
bid good-day to in college or
ply a mellow wholesomeness of
week-end. That's unfair competi—MJD—
pirit throughout the day.) A anywhere else. A great feeling of fessors!! Become a Scholar Over
tion. Maestro, and we're inclined
Vogue Says—
Some of the boys, of course,
"Dressmaker Hats'*
great many of you are creeping good wells within you. Perhaps it Night!! All those interested apto resent it.
Orders Taken
because you are all together un- ply to our old friend, "Higgins" couldn't stand the gaff and took
about despondent and desperately
Dunlop,
who's
been
working
the
a
run
out
to
St.
Augustine
for
the
snarling at the shortcomings of der one power—the ship itself, and
According to the professors of
those you are "forced to come in it is the danger of a -wreck or mis, graft for years. (Don, incident- week-end with a bevy of girls from
348 E. Park Ave., Winter Park
Washington University, students
contact with," the college in gen- hap that drives all together. Very ally, is one of our four-year Sopho- the Theta Nu Annex on the cor490 N. Orange Ave., Orlando
who
achieve "A" grades are barmores.) He can fix you up with ner of Chase and Fairbanks. From
eral — in fact, the ENTIRE likely.
ght - syllable jaw - breaking reports coming in this morning, ren of personality. "It is the band
WORLD! Instead of stewing hope
Well, you are on just such
of "C" students who move the
y in your misery all of you (I boat right now! And, what
word or phrase that will set your we learn that only the south porworld," another declared.
One
say "all" because even those that more, it has all the dangers
prof on his ear in no time, all new- tion of Ft. Marion is still standsaid, " ' A ' students are freaks."
whirl about noisily and noisomely SINKING!
ly-coined, never before used, and ] ing, while parts of the historic
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There are 6 types
of home-grown tobaccos that
are best for cigarettes
BRIGHT TOBACCOS

U. S. Types 11, 12, 13, 14.
BUBLEY TOBACCO

U. S. Type 31.
Soirt-HERN MARYLAND TOBACCO

U. S. Type 32.

A Year's Subscription to a Good
Magazine
IS A WELCOME CHRISTMAS PRESENT
Save Money by Combining
Your Magazine Subscriptions
For the Coming Year

THE BOOKERY
T-H-E H-A-U-N-T-E-D B-O-O-K-S-H-O-P

GUEST DAYS
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
Purchase one regular admission ticket and
take a guest FREE, next Thursday or Friday,
Matinee or Night.
—ON THE S C R E E N -

U . S. T y p e 11 is produced
in t h e P i e d m o n t Belt of
Virginia and part of N o r t h
Carolina.
U . S. T y p e 12 is produced
in eastern N o r t h Carolina.
U . S. T y p e 13 grows in
. South Carolina.
U . S. T y p e 14 is produced
mostly in southern Georgia—
a few million pounds in n o r t h ern Florida and Alabama.
U . S. T y p e 31 includes
w h a t is called W h i t e Burley
tobacco. It was first produced
by G e o r g e W e b b in 1864. It

is light in color and body,
and is milder than the Burley
used for pipes.
U . S. T y p e 32, Maryland
t o b a c c o , is n o t e d for i t s
" b u r n " . In this respect
M a r y l a n d excels most other
tobaccos.
T h e s e are t h e k i n d s of
h o m e - g r o w n tobaccos used
for m a k i n g C h e s t e r f i e l d
Cigarettes.
T h e n C h e s t e r f i e l d adds
aromatic T u r k i s h tobacco to
give just the right seasoning
or spice.
Chesterfield
ages
these
tobaccos for 30 months
— 2^2 years — to make
sure that they are milder
and taste better.
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STICK TOGETHER
"Stick together"—that should and will be
our war cry, motto, or what have you this
week-end at Miami. We have all been anticipating this trip for days now—and day
after tomorrow the motorcade will start
out early in the morning. The whole affair will be a tremendous success if we all
pull together—we have always had that old
pull and no one is going to let down on it
now.
Dr. Holt, the deans, and all the faculty
have worked hard on the details of this
trip so that everything will be more than
perfect for us. They have planned things
so *hat there won't be a clog anywhere in
the machinery. This machinery is a pretty
big thing, but not so big that the smallest
clog couldn't easily ruin things. However,
there won't be any "clogs" if we all individually and collectively do our parts. We
owe Dr. Holt, Mr. Brown and many other
members of the staff a great deal, and they
will be more than repaid if we all get that
stick-together bug. That's all they are asking of us and it certainly isn't too much.
We wili leave impressions of Rollins at
Miami which we hope will be lasting, and
we want them to be of the college as a
whole, not simply of a lot of straggling
individuals.
E.K.E.

RECOGNIZING RUSSIA
* ' . . . . Recognition of a new government
by the United States depends on the ability
of that government to maintain order at
home and on its professed willingness to
fulfill its international obligations," wrote
former Under Secretary of State William R.
Castle, Jr., in a recent article in the New
York Herald Tribune.
In 1920 Russia was regarded by this nation and the other powers of the world in
practically the same light as the United
States was placed when the Declaration of
Independence was declared. At that time
France and Spain had important colonies
established in the southern part of the
country and along the banks of the Mississippi, and both European nations not only
did not recognize the newly formed coun-

try, but also they had plans of placing
troops near their colonies in order that the
influence from our radical form of government might not spread to their peoples.
That is about the same way in which we
have looked at Russia since 1920. Communists have been almost excluded from
our public places. In 1920, shortly after
the organization of the Soviet, Secretary
of State Bainbridge Colby said, "It is not
possible for the United States to recognize
the present rulers of Russia as a government with which the relations common to
friendly governments can be maintained."
Since Mr. Colby's administration the secretaries in our cabinets have become more
and more friendly toward Russia, and at
present America is on the verge of actual
recognition, an act undreamed of some
twelve years ago.
However, let us look at Mr. Castle's requirements for a nation for recognition.
"They must maintain order at home." No
one can possibly deny that Russia with its
five year plan, originally predicted by international experts to last for only a few
months at most, lately extended for an indefinite length of time, has met with the
utmost success. One example which has
been given as to its power to maintain order and increase standards of living is the
fact that during the czarist regime seventynine per cent of the inhabitants of Russia
were illiterate, whereas a t present over
eighty per cent of the nation can read and
write.
The only note of interrogation found in
Mr. Castle's article was the fact that recognition would mean a new market for
AmericaA products, both raw and manufactured. This would naturally lead to vast
credits extended to this nation. This is the
point which should be given the sincere
consideration of every American taxpayer,
states the former under secretary of state.
"Is the possible temporary advantage to
some businesses sufficient to outweigh certain future complications ?" Although a t
present recognition seems inevitable, factories are already being planned for Moscow, producing American goods and under
American supervision, but it is this problem, the absolute certainty of never arousing future complications, that President
Roosevelt is now facing, and despite the
fact that within the next few days present recognition will or will not be carried
out, it may be many years before we know
whether or not this latest move of our chief
executive has been for the furthering of
our welfare and happiness.
R.T.C.

STUDENT ASSEMBLIES
A noteworthy series of meetings, all of
which will be open to the entire student
body, has been arranged for presentation
during the morning inter-class period. Other assemblies are tentatively considered,
and the entire group will be sponsored by
various campus organizations through the
year.
Timely topics and debatable questions of
many types are to be the subjects brought
before those in attendance; a modified open
forum, or an enlarged class discussion
group will perhaps be the form taken by
future meetings.
It behooves each student to attend, if not
to participate in, as many of these assemblies as may attract his interest, since a
furtherance of the Rollins attention to affairs of widespread importance will be an
unavoidable outgrowth of such leisure-time
activity.
E.G.J.

"THE ROLLINS CROSS OF PEACE*'
By JEAN JACQUES PFISTER
(Written on the occasion of College Chapel,
Sunday, November 12)
Who knows whether this day is not the
day of the actual beginning of disarmament
and world peace?
This day is the first day after the fifteenth anniversary of the Armistice; is the
12th of November, 1933. At this very hour
the beautiful emblem or symbol of peace,
a gift to Knowles Chapel and Rollins College, in the form of a cross relieved of the
suffering form of Jesus, is for the first
time carried before the processional column.
Afar off a nation is pouring forth its
people in processional lines to express itself in regard to national honor and peace
through unity. It is the day of the German plebiscite. Germany had conquered
with the sword, and like Rome and Napoleon has fallen by the sword. Having regained strength it is now trying to conquer the world without the sword by disarming the world for peace and co-operation.
No longer " I " but WE, as "Lindy" said.
It would seem that there is now great hope
for ^Korld peace, greater hope than the
world has ever known before, and it seems
that the unified Germany is now willing to
lead the world procession of peace.
The German people, as I personally know,
have suffered from the effects of the World
War more than any other people, and not
only the poorer classes, but the rich also.
The post war years have been ones of suffering, hunger, and deprivation for a cultured nation. The German people have had
barely enough food and supplies to keep
them alive, and thousands of children, literally skeletons, were charitably taken into
Swiss homes for periods of three months
to be fed up and then returned to their
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parents, and more needy ones taken in
place of those returned. This I have witnessed in Switzerland in my home and city
of my birth, Berne, in the years 1919-1922.
Germany has come down with the cross
of;war, and with the cross of peace is going on before.

JUST HUMANS

By OENE CARR

THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS
The conference in Washington
between Roosevelt and Litvinov,
Soviet Commisar for Foreign affairs, on the question of the recognition of Russia by the United
States was still in sesison on Monday. However the administration
seems to be more and more in favor of recognizing the Soviet ReStates was still in session on Monpublic, and it was stated that a
next Friday, the day when President Roosevelt is planning to leave
Washington for Warm Springs,
Georgia.

OTHER EDITORIALS
The following editorial, clipped from
the Purdue Exponent, was written on
the occasion of the trip made by the
Purdue student body to attend an outof-town football contest and summarizes well a situation paralleling that
which now faces our own student body.
We recommend it to your serious consideration.

WORTHY GUESTS
Any student of a college or university
forms a definite opinion of another school
from knowing persons from that school. It
is a matter of pride to every man or woman
from the University that he helps his or
her school impressions so made on others.
On Saturday about 1,600 undergraduates
from the University will travel to South
Bend for the Notre Dame game as guests of
that school. Not because a good impression made at Notre Dame is any more important, but because such an unusually
large group will make thcS trip, it becomes
impoi^ant that every Purdue representative there strive individually and collectively to show good sportsmanship and gentlemanly behavior.
The good reputation of the local student
body is' not alone at stake. On that day,
for what is perhaps the first time in the
middle west, if not in the country, the
guest coupon system will be given a working trial.
It is as guests, and not as regular ticket
buyers, that the local delegation will go
to South Bend Saturday. If a real appreciation is shown in manners and conduct,
it is a sound prediction that the new system will continue and grow.
The plan allows a closer acquaintance and
friendship of neighboring student bodies,
and unquestionably furthers the spirit of
unqualified athletic support. Its future
will depend upon its reception by students.

BOOK REVIEW
By H. ALLEN SMITH
United Press Book Editor
Burdened under the title of "Karl and
the 20th Century" comes one of the most
impressive books of the fall season, a first
novel by Rudolf Brunngraber, awarded the
Julius Reich prize in Europe. Dorothy
Thompson discovered the volume in Vienna,
screamed her delight by cablegram to the
William Morrow Company, and here we
have it in a brilliant translation by Eden
and Cedar Paul.
"Karl and the 20th Century" is both a
novel, a history and an economic treatise.
It is for the serious reader. It begins with
the birth of the industrial revolution in
the United States, carries us through the
World War, and reaches a shocking conclusion in 1932.
Karl Lakner, whose life is depicted
against the background of a cockeyed
world, grows up in Vienna, in extremely
poor circumstances. He goes through the
war. The author doesn't try to assault us
with another "All Quiet," though his cursory treatment of actual warfare recalls the
best of the war novels. His book is bitter,
and purports to show us a man whose case
is typical—a man alone and beaten by a
world in which he apparently has no place.
It is sordid, as a story. It is convincing
as a sermon. And for all its statistics, it
is a novel of our times that certainly shall
survive for many years.
Raffles is back. His creator, E. W. Hornung, is dead, but Barry Perowne, a relative of the late Conan Doyle, has returne'd
the amateur cracksman to his public in "The
Return of Raffles" (John Day). The book
is fairly littered with thrills. One thing
that stands out is the amount of glass shattered. Almost every chapter ends with a
window being broken. Corpses come crashing through, blocks of wood with messages
attached send glass flying. Even Raffles
himself does a few leaps through the glass.
But for all that, the tale of Raffles' exploits with the Black Bat gang contains
much more than the usual number of spinechilling situations. The book is recome^ided for reading at midnight, when the early
winter wind is howling in the chimney.
Ludwig Lewishon won vast critical approval with his "Expression in America,"
an evaluation and history of American literature. He follows it with a supplementary volume, an anthology of 700 pages,
called "Creative America" (Harpers). It
contains extracts in prose and poetry from
the works of 120 American authors. It
dates from colonial days to our times, and
it contains enough reading to last the ordinary person a month or two. It is among^
the best of the season's gift books.
Most people go to New York for "freedom" they really have not the faintest notion what to do with.—Mackey.

Meanwhile negotiations w e r e
concluded for the establishment of
an American-supervised airplane
plant in Soviet Russia which will
produce Cyclone and other Wright
motors. The erection of this new
Curtiss-Wright factory will be a
part of the military expansion
program, planned by Russia in answer to the growing Japanese menace at her eastern borders.

In the Days of Our Youtb

Teviews
poslviews
plainviews

GORDON

This menace appeared in actuality last week when it was reported that two Japanese pilots and
their planes were shot down when
a squadron was flying over the Siberian border. Although this statement was denied in Tokio. leaders
of the Soviet government lajter
proceeded to inform Japan that
they would send planes to bomb
the island if an invasion of Siberia
were made. Russia is fast making
all necessary plans for complete
preparation in case the Japanese
move their troops or planes westward.

Remember Colonel Stoopnagle
Just in order to stay out of a
deep rut, we won't go into the mo- and Budd, the laugh provokers who
vie prospects this week. Our idea are full of valuable inventions and
is not to become a criticism dept. whatnot? They will return to the
anyhow, so the omission won't air in a few weeks with mor(
make any differences to either of their old brand of stuff.
you two readers.
Budd, of whom Hulick is the last
However, two or three pictures name, was Jace-reddened awhile
that haven't reached the review ago when someone brought suit
stage nevertheless offer interesting against him in his old home town
possibilities.
For instance, you of Buffalo for a $72.50 account at
Fairgoers must recall Sally Rand, a night club, outstanding for thi
The United States, however, conthe self-styled "original"
f a n years ^and forgotten in the rush to
"dancer," who moved from the fame. Just shows what can hap- tinued its apparently safe policy of
friendliness
when Cordell Hull,
Streets of Paris and the Oriental [ pen to check gning addicts.
secretary of state, sailed for an inVillage smack into the big Chi- J
— PPP
ternational parley in Pan-America
cago Theatre for seven solid weeks
Would you believe that Ted Hus- to promote 'mutual economic naas the first holdover stage attracing was once a boxing instructor, tional and international planning."
tion in the history of the house.
and that in spite of this fact he has This is the second international
She went from there to New
never broadcast a big bout? Or parley which Secretary Hull has atYork, aided by various publicity
that Norman Brokenshire started tended since he was appointed to
stunts ranging from falls from
out to be a mechanical draftsman? office in March, and it is with
speedboats to jail sentences, and
Or, to go further, that Ruth Etting much interest that the United
received a cool six thousand for
used to design costumes, that H. States waits to see if this last will
a seven-day display of her so-called
V. Kaltenborn was a clerk in his be more successful than the apparart and beauty at the Paramount.
father's building* materials store ent recent failure a t the London
She is now under contract to apand that Frederic William Wile conference.
pear in two forthcoming photowas a stenographer at $14 per
plays, "Bolero" and "Murder a t the
week?
We mentioned, not long ago, that
Vanities," which last is to be
Other historic facts might sur- it would be the policy of the Hitler
adapted from the current mild muprise
somebody, too: Paul White- government in the polls of Novemsical success.
man once sawed on a viola in the ber 7th to demand the support of
Other near-oddities will be "The
San Francisco Symphony; Helen the German people. On that date
Prizefighter aind the Lady," in
Morgan was first a manicurist, we were interested to notice that
which Myrna Loy will find herself
then a chorus girl, and only fi- approximately ninety per cent of
surrounded by Max Baer, Primo
nally a piano-sitter-upon. No field the voters of Germany stated that
Camera, and Jack Dempsey; "The
they highly advocated the foreign
is so heterogeneous as radio.
Invisible Man," a picturization of
and domestic policy of Chancellor
PPP
H. G. Wells' semi-classic, with
Hitler and that they would give
Claude Rains; and Mae West^
Orchestra leaders, if they are not him their full-fledged support and
third, "It Ain't No Sin."
contented ough,t to be at least fi- backing in his moves hereafter.
Incidentally "I'm No Angel" has nancially happy. Rudy Vallee just
followed in the footsteps of its totalled $12,500 in one week with
An interesting note on this latpredecessor, "She D o n e
Him a triple engagement—12,500 from est German election was the fact
Wrong," and made some prints of his radio hour, $4,500 from the that several foreign correspondents
its own as well. Five weeks a t the Hollywood, and $5,500 from the of America's premier dailies wrote
Times Square Paramount in slack Capitol theatre.
that all the German people who
season is a real all-time record.
Little Jack Little, whom you voted were completely forced to
PPP
must know for his nimble piano vote entirely for representatives of
ramblings, opens his first engage- the Hitler regime.
From the heights to the
ment as a conductor at the Hotel
drums has been the path of the
Lexington Silver Grill with fourDr. Nicholas Murray Butler was
movie organists since the innovateen pieces, among which are three brought into the bank investigation of talking pictures. Once
pianos, under his baton. The same tion in Brooklyn recently during
upon a time Publix theatres alone
spot has seen Don Bestor and Er- an inquiry into the affairs of the
held over 860 organists on their
nie Hoist within the past year— Harriman National Bank and Trust
payrolls but the total now is exand they are both mighty near the Company, in which the president
actly 20, and 95% of the organs in
top.
of Columbia lost nearly a half a
all movies houses of the country
PPP
lillion but later had it returned
are silent.
You'll probably be surprised to hen Harriman was indicted for
PPP
know that the selection most ra- misuse of his bank's funds.
A few weeks ago, we mentioned dioed last week was "And So Goodthe change in title of "Torch Sing- bye" with 23 times to its credit.
The most interesting event
er" for its British run. In Eng- "You've Got Everything"
c-j football last week was Michigan's
land it was known as "Broadway ond with one ress rendidition while
remaining on the undefeated list
Singer" simply because the natives "I'll Be Faithful" and "Goodnight,
still aiming for the championship
couldn't catch the drift of the orig- Little Girl" each boasted a
of the Midwest's Big Ten. In this
inal term.
One happy development was the year when nearly every precedent
Well, now it seems that we dear virtual disappearance of "Big Bai is being broken, the largest upset
Americans can't all catch the drift Wolf" and "The Last Round-up,' took place on the west coast in
of our own language, for the Har- which both failed to place in the Stanford's victory over the Unilow film, "Bombshell," has been re- leading fourteen. All figures are versity of Southern California, also
christened "Blonde Bombshell" for for the three basic national chains Purdue's win over Notre Dame.
the edification of those in the far- and include the full daily schedther'reaches of our mud flats who ules.
over a Baltimore station named its
thought the thing was a war story.
PPP
PPP
The mere mention of two of broadcast "Origins of SuperstiThe Columbia News Service, those titles brings to mind a pair tions." The idea was to point out
which you may hear locally at of recent wisecracks exploded by a t h a t superstitious beliefs are silly,
11:15 any night except Sunday, has couple of radio comics during a unfounded things that should be
irked the newspapers in some secof broadcasts on twin pro- forgotten by intelligent persons.
Everything went fine until the
tions. They claim that the night grams recently, both of which you
first holdup in the history of the
editions don't sell so rapidly as may have heard, to-wit:
company occurred on Friday the
before the time when people can
The successful boxer's song is
receive first hand news at home, the cowboy ballad, bcause he reach- thirteenth. They aren't so sure
any more.
and they are now refusing to pubthe last round, up . . . . and the
lish all program news of Columbia choicest sequence of numbers is
stations carrying the news broad- r i l Be Faithful" and "I Would If
Flunk Dammit Flunk" is the
cast.
I Could, But I Can't."
name of a new fraternity organThere is likely to be considerable
Please remember I'm not to be ized a t the University of Alabama
trouble before everything is set- blamed for either of them things. to foster a feeling of sympathy
tled.
PPP
among t h e lesser intellectual
PPP
The spotisor of a weekly program giants.
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SOCIAL EVENTS
Alpha PhiFraternity
Notes
Alpha Phi is pleased to announce
the pledging of Jane Willard which
took place Wednesday night, in the
presence of Mrs. Levering, our
Jistrict governor. Mrs. Levering
arrived Monday and left Thursday
jfternoon and the chapter was
sincerely sorry to see her leave
for an absence of another year.
On Saturday there will be a tea
at the house from four until five.
It has been suggested that this be
a weekly feature, so this may be
the first of a series given by the
chapter this term.

Let Us Tell You How to Get
Free Snap Folio

The Page Photo
Studio

SANITARY
Meat Market
WE DELIVER

PEWTERPITCHER
Try Our Waffles—
They're a Specialty
145 W. Fairbanks Ave.

Two-Piece Knitted Suits
Just the weight for cool days.
$7.95, $8.50, & $8.95

R. F. LEEDY CO.

Chi Omega News

SANDSPUR

Cloverleaf Elects
Officers For Year

HOWETODIAL

Gamma Phi Beta's
Give Tea Friday

Louis Jenkins and Bert St. Cyr
Cloverleaf held its first house
were hostesses at the regular FriBy SAM HOWE
meeting Tuesday night for the purday tea of the Gamma Phi's. A
pose of electing officers. Those
Homecoming Brings
roaring fire made the house cozy
NATIONAL
elected were as follows; President,
COLUMBIA
on the cold day. Tea, sandwiches,
(5) WSM
650
Marjorie White; secretary, Amelia
(1) WDBO
580
Back Large Group
and cakes were served for refresh(6) WEAF
660
Buckley; social chainnan, Jane
(2) WHAS
820
ments. The guests' were Penrose
(7) WLW
700
Pelton.
(3) WABC
860
Daws, Constance Wetherell, Nancy
The alumni office, realizing that
(8) WSB
740
Thursday night Profesor Wein(4) WCAU
1170
Brown, and Mrs. Malcolm Smith.
the new deal still has three or four
(9) WJZ
760
berg gave a talk on fire drills. An
(Dial Settings in
A supper was given for the acmore corners to round, curtailed
(10) KDKA
980
election for fire captains was held
Kilocycles)
tives, alumnae and pledges at the
plans for this year's homecoming.
Thursday afternoon.
The girls
chapter house Saturday evening,
In spite of the lack of ballyhoo for
elected were as folUows: Carol
Grantland Rice (football) in honor of the founding of the
Wednesday, Nov. 15
the ocasion, a surprisingly large
Valentine, Cricket Manwaring and
Don Bestor's Orchestra sorority.
8:00 George Olsten, Bert Lahr
number of local alums showed up
Jane Axline.
(9-7).
(6).
for the game on Friday night. Of
8:30 March of Time.
8:30 Abe Lyman's Orchestra
11:00 Vincent Lopez (2-3).
course, homecoming could never
9:00 Fred Allen with Ferde
(1).
11:30 Joe Haymes' Orchestra
hope to attain mammoth proporGrofe (6-7).
9:00 Irvin S. Cobb (1).
(4-2).
tions with so many of the alumni
Kappa Kappa
Phil Harris' Orchestra (69:15 Kate Smith (1).
12:00 Rudy Vallee (6).
hailing from extremely distant
8-9).
9:30 Guy Lombardo (4-5-8).
William Stoess (9).
Gamma Notes
points. Several groups of famil9:30 Phil Baker.
10:00 Waring's Pennsylvanians
Oratorical
Meeting
iar faces of past years were in eviMonday, Nov. 20
10:00 Olsen and Johnson (2-3).
(1) with Moran and Mack.
dence, however, during the week11:00
Meyer
Davis
(6).
8:30 Bing Crosby (2-3-4).
10:30 Roy Shield's Orhcestra
The Kappa Kappa Gamma's were
Is Entertained By
end. From Daytona Beach, Her11:30 Isham Jones (1).
9:00 Evning in Paris (2-3-4).
hosts on Friday afternoon, Novem- (6).
rich and Mildred McConnel, and Dr.
12:00 Ted Weems (6).
9:30 Meredith Wilson (6).
11:00 Meyer Davis Orchestra
Varied
Program
ber 10th, to a tea given for the
M. T. Pritchard. From Groveland,
Cab Calloway (9-7).
Isham Jones (2-3-4).
(6).
Alumnae.
Frances and Elna Arnold. Other
Saturday,
Nov.
18
10:00 Wayne King (2-3-4).
11:15 The King's Jesters (6).
Sunday afternoon, November 12,
alumni attending were:
Althea
8:00 Ray Perkins (917).
The Oratorical Association held the Kappa Kappa Gamma's held a
10:30 Henry Deering (piano)
11:30 Ozzie Nelson (2-3).
Miller, Sanford; Fred Welling, a successful and entertaining meetElmer Yess (1).
(9).
Don Bestor (6).
steak fry at Woo Island. After
Babson Park; Clarence Draa, Ti- ing last Tuesday night.
8:30 Phil Spitalny (3).
11:00 William Scotti (6-7-8).
Jack Denny (9).
a most enjoyable meal, the group
tusville; Kay Hara, St. Cather9:00 Jack Pearl with Al Good11:15 King's Jesters (6).
12:00 Phil Spitalny (9).
Olive Dickson related a true gathered about the glowing embers
man (6-7-8).
ines, Ontario; Mancel Lawrence, Spiritualistic story, Frances Hyer and sang songs suitable to the oc- 12:05 Buddy Rogers (6).
11:30 Paul Whiteman (6).
9:30 Leo Reisman (6).
Lakeland;
Marjorie
McMichael, entertained with child impersonaJoe Haymes (2-3-4).
Hal Kemp WGN (720).
10:00 B. A. Rolfe (6-7-8).
Windermere; Stan Warner, Cres- tions, and Victoria Pierce gave an
12:00 Don Bestor (9).
Hay Kemp WGN (720).
10:30 Cuckoo Hour (3).
cent City; Albert Valdes, Winter impersonation of a sweet high
12:30 Benny Meroff (6).
Thursday, Nov. 16
11:00 Isham Jones (1).
Tuesday, Nov. 21
Garden; Luke Mosely, Wauchula; schoo girl such as Zazu Pitts
8:00 E. Everett Yess (1).
11:30 Hollywood on the Air (6). 8:00 Crumit and Sanderson (6Daniel Contini, Dover, Ohio; Ruth might have been. Another interRudy Vallee (5-6-7-8).
Casa
Loma Orchestra 7). Eno Crime Club (9).
Bartlett, Venice; George and Row- esting feature was the presenta9:00 Maxwell House Showboat
tion of Jaromir Matousch, an exPickard, Indianapolis.
8:30 Wayne King (6).
(1).
(6).
.'change student from Czechoslova9:00 Ben Bernie (6).
9:30 Wayne King. (9-10).
12:00 Enric Madriguera (9).
The Theta Chapter of Phi Beta,
kia.
9:30 Ed Wynn (5-6-7-8).
10:00 Paul Whiteman (6).
12:30 Ted Fiorito.
honorary musical and dramatic art
10:30 Boswell Sisters (2-3-4).
10:30
Organ
(9).
Kappa Alpha Thetas
Following the meeting, as is the fraternity, elected Virginia ShrigSunday Nov. 19
11:15 Benny Meroff Orchestra
11:30 Three Scamps (trio) (9).
the debate team discussed ley as their new president, Helen
2:30 Jan Garber WFLA.
Hold Dance Saturday custom,
(6).
11:15
Benny
Meroff
(6).
the Pi Kappa Delta question for Welch, vice-president, Celestina
6:00 Casa Loma (2-3).
11:30 Isham Jones (1).
11:30 Isham Jones (1).
the year, "Resolved, that the pow- McKay, secretary, and Virginia
7:00 Vincent Lopez (9).
12:00 Rudy Vallee (6).
Enric Madriguera (6).
On Saturday the Thetas held a jers of the President of the United Orebaugh, treasurer.
7:30 Joe Penner * i t h Ozzie NelPhil Harris (8-9).
William Scotti (9).
Postponed initiation will be held
dance at the chapter house in hon- States should be substantially inson (6-7).
12:30 Reggie Childs (6).
12:00
Phil
Spitalny
(9).
creased
as
a
settled
policy."
in a few weeks, and rushing takes
of their pledges. Among the
8:00 Mildred Bailey (1).
12:05 Cab Calloway (6-7)
guests were the presidents of all
Eddie Cantor (6).
These programs are always open place the second term. Many ne*;'
12:30 Dancing in the Twin CiThomas Gray took seven years
the fraternities and sororities on ;to all students and aside from of- plans have been made for the com9:00 Wil! Rogers (9).
to write his poem, "Elegy," and
campus. Dr. Holt, Mrs. Lincoln, fering excellent entertainment are ing year, and Theta Chapter is ties (9-7).
9:30 Walter Winchell (9).
seventy-five drafts of the poem are
Mr. and Mrs. Lyons, and Prof. Mac- !,helpful in learning the art of pub- looking foi'ward to a very success10:00 Jack Benny (6-7).
Friday, Nov. 17
in the British Museum.
ful year.
Laren were invited as chaperones. lic speaking.
10:30 Colonel Howe (6).
8:00 Jessica Dragonette (6).
Upsilon Beta of Chi Omega
takes pleasure in announcing the
affiliation of Grace Embry, from
Lambda Alpha, a t the University
of Kentucky.
Last Monday evening at the regular meeting of the new pledges,
the following officers were elected: Jane Coburn, president; Carol
Valentine, secretary, and Barbara
Trueblood, treasurer.
Alyce Cleveland, Midge Jaeger,
Mickey Eickmeyer, Jean Parker,
Stuart Eaton, Frank Wetherell,
Harison Roberts, and Dick Lee
3pent the week-end at Jean Park's home in St. Augustine.

Phi Beta

Phone 282-M

Catering Service
DUBSDREAD
COUNTRY CLUB
«r. and Mrs. S. C. Hoffmanf
Phone Orlando 8215 or 6066

Don't Be Without a Topcoat
when the next cold spell arrives

Ed. Randall
TAILOR
U I Lyman Avenue

Electric Irons from $1.35 up

Bennett
Electric Shop

GOIDEIV STRAIVDS
OF FINE TOBACCO

\EI3

-amino loose ends

SWISS BRACELET
WATCH REPAIRING

Grover Morgan
242 PARK AVE.
In Bennett Electric Shop

It would delight you to open a
Lucky Strike and examine the
long, golden strands of fine tobac-

FOR
PARTICULAR
COLLEGIANS

cos. T o notice how fully packed
it is. . . how free from annoying
loose ends. Every Lucky Strike

For Collegians
In Particular

is a blend of the world's choicest
Turkish and Domestic tobaccos—
finely shredded—long and evenly

Here is the place to bring
your thirsty
Dates

cut. That's why every Lucky draws
so easily — burns so smoothly.

They will like our sandwiches with their
drinks
RIGHT FROM THE
TAP AT

A L W A Y S thejtnest

JOHN'S
(Behind Baker's on
Welbourne)

tobaccos

ALWAYS thejtnest wothmanship

it's toasted "
FOR THROAT PROTECTION-FOR BETTER TASTE

ALWAYS Zttckiesplease/
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TARS DOWN ERSKINE 2 5 - 6 ; POINT TOWARD MIAMI
ERSKINE OUTPLAYED
BY ROLLINS TEAM;
BATTLE OF LINES
Game'Captain
McGinnis,

John

Doyle

Roth,

Powell,

Withstands

Leads
Star

Hard

Team

in

in Line

Contest;
Which

Onslaught

Playing their second S. I. A. A. game, the Rollins Tars
led by Acting Captain John Doyle ran rough-shod over a
strong Erskine team Friday night at Tinker Field, winning
25-6, and keeping their season's record unblemished. Before
the game McDowall told his men t h a t victory would hinge
on the ability of the Rollins line to outcharge the Erskine
forwards. Accordingly the Tars went to work, hammered
their heavier opponents unmercifully opening gaping holes
through which the backs sped for long gains.
Throughout the game the entire
Tar outfit played heads-up football. The line functioned well, McErskine
lnnis, Roth, and Powell sharing Rollins
Mann
the honors. Doyle and Washington Rogers
Clinkscales
captured the laurels in the back- Thompson
Malone
Harper
field with Schrage a close contendPressley
er.
After Winant's injury, R. Sealover
Barton
Brown substituted a t center, and, Whalen
Rogers
playing his first varsity game, fill- Hines
Powell
White
ed his position_^reditably.
McCaw
Chakales
Whitton
Schrage
LHB
RHB
Leonard
Doyle
Whitesides
Washingtoi

COMMUNITY SERVICE AND
SWAP SHOP
Sandwiches and Cakes for Teas
Dressmaking and Mending
Don't fuss—Call us.
We Deliver
U I New England Av., Tel 282-J

Rendezvous Bar-B-Q

CASH SEZ

Cash's Cozy C o m e r
50 West Washington St.
OUR SPECIALTIES
Italian Spaghetti—Chop Suey—
Chili Con Carne — O y s t e r s Steaks.
Our Hamburgers are made from
Sirloin Steak, ground and seasoned.
Everything prepared and cooked
in our 98% inspected kitchen.
Dining room—2 private dining
rooms.
Curb Serviec—Car Service
Plenty of Parking Space

CASH RIDDLE
50 West Washington Street
Orlando, Fla.

New REMINGTON Portable and
Standard Typewriters at greatly
reduced prices. All other makes
of used Portables a s low as
$15.00. Expert guaranteed repairing on all makes of machines, reasonable. Rentals Ribbons and. supplies. Phone 3473.
25 W. Washington St., Orlando.

WOMEN IN SPORTS
By PETRINA WOOD

Tennis
Rollins has the honor to present
in Miami the following girls'
teams. The girls who will play
matches in singles are Betty Mower, Maxeda Hess, and Jane McCollough, respectively; the two
doubles teams are Jane Thayer and
Bill Murphy, and Margaret Gethro
and Carol Valentine. And inciNumerous
Injuries and Ailments
Make Outlook
Dark!
dentally Carol Valentine has just
Students'
Support
Fight and Lots of
Determindefeated Babs Connor in the fall
tournament matches. This weekation May Win for
Rollins
end the teams will have a big opportunity to distinguish themselves
Backed by the entire student body which will journey to
for the competition in tennis will Miami in a huge motorcade, the undefeated Tar eleven will
be extremely keen.
engage the Miami Hurricanes in what promises to be the

ROLLINS PLAYS IN
S. /. A, A,
GAME
AGAINST MIAMI U,

Plans for the trip to Miami con- members of teams, and definite
tain all kinds of details. Arrange- requirements for blazers. Mary
ments for this and that are on the Lynn Rogers presided over the
way, and a field day 'twill surely meeting. I t was decided to call a
be! Winning and losing are all in meeting of the Women's Athletic
afternoon,
the game but this is most entirely Association Tuesday
for fun (and what fun). Such an November 21, at four o'clock, to
excursion is new and different, in announce their decision as to these
fact it is a new chapter in colle- requirements and their choice of
giate history, perhaps the develop- individual sport heads.
ment of a one-and-all and all-forTouch Footbal Standings
one idea. So may the sun shine
bitterest encounter of the season. Coach McDowall has anNovember 12, 1933
brightly and above all may the
Swimming and Diving
nounced t h a t the entire squad will make the trip, leaving
W L T
day be as merry as merry can be! Team
Colorful and splashy will be the college by motor bus Friday afternoon, stopping for dinner
K. A. - - .
--2 0 0
Golf
swimming events in the glimmer- it Ft. Lauderdale, and reaching Miami j u s t in time to step
About twelve girls will t r y their
ing swimming pool a t Miami Uni- on the field for the game, which will be called at 8 p. m.
luck over the fairways and greens
Miami University is Rollins'
versity. A goodly number of mer„0 1 1 maids will enter, more in fact than
in Miami, and they are: Jane Le- R. L. N.
opening whistle blows.
Hymie
-0 2 1 in any other sport of the day. The chief athletic rival and a victory
Roy, Petrina Wood, Mary Lib K. P. S.
over them will be another feather Miller, star quarterback, got a
Jones, Barbara Trueblood, Criket
Touch Football Schedule
list includes:
Betty Chapman, in the Tars' cap as well as an as- good rest over the week-end, and
Manwaring, Teddy Earle, Virginia Thursday, Nov. 16:
Laura Colburn, Phyllis Dorr, Helen surance of consideration for S. I. watched the greater part of the
Jaekel, Jeannette
Lichtenstein,
4 P. M. Rho Lambda Nu vs. X Jackson, Betty Robertson, Carol
A. A. titular honors. McDowall is Erskine game from the side-lines.
Grace Embry, Nancy Gantt, Ellen Club.
Smith, Jean Parker, Dorothea not pointing for the Miami game. He will be ready to go again on
Cushman, Phyllis Jones. May it be
5 P. M. Kappa Alpha vs. Kappa Yust, Barbara Connor, Miriam
On the contrary he has encour- Friday and will prove a big factor
a lucky day!—the traps in Miami Phi Sigma.
Barnhill, Louise Smith, A l i c e
aged his men to look a t this con- in his team's showing.
are especially sandy, and it is said Tuesday, Nov. 21:
Cleveland, Rebecca Coleman, and
The remainder of the Tar squad
test as just another in a long string
many alligators find golf courses
4 P. M. X Club vs. Theta Kap- I Lucy Greene.
of encounters and will make no is in first-rate condition. They
pa Nu.
particularly fine for creeping.
Annette Twitchell, Lucy Greene, attempt to groom them especially will journey to Miami, realizing
5
P.
M.
Kappa
Phi
Sigma
vs,
Fencing
Barbara Connor, Marian Barnhil, for it. He will be well satisfied that they have a tough game ahead
So far little has been said about Rho Lambda Nu.
jend Carol Smith are entering the if they display the same heads-up of them, but ronfident of their abilTouch Football Results
fencing except that there is fencdiving exhibition, one of the most brand of football they have shown ity to meet and battle the HurriNov. 7—Nov. I t
ing. But as a matter of fact this
difficult as well as the most grace- thus far, and feels that if they do, canes on even terms.
X Club 18
week-end there are eight Rollins
ful of feats.
their chances of victory will be en- Miami on the other hand is suTheta Kappa Nu 6
girls who will challenge in fencing:
perbly confident. She has won all
hanced.
Kappa Phi Sigma 0
Jane Willard, Barbara Trueblood,
her games by lop-sided scores and
Rho Lambda Nu 0
The Florida Alligator
Marlen Eldredge, Katherine Rice,
Danny Winant, Tar center, is intends to add Rollins' forelock to
X
Club
12
The
Arizona
Wildcat
has
the
Louise McPherson, Mary Jane Mclaid up with a wrenched arm, but the collection of trophies already
right idea. It says. "You can't is expected to be sufficiently reKappa Phi Sigma 0
Kay, Janet Murphy, and Eleanor
dangling from her belt. The HurKappa Alpha 8
start farming unless you have a covered to play part if not all of
Sheetz. No doubt several of them
ricanes whipped South Georgia
Theta Kappa Nu 0
thousand dollars, and if you have the game Saturday. Sealover and
will be surprised to find in themState, 20-0, and swept like a steam
Theta Kappa Nu 12
a thousand dollars, what's the use R. Brown have shown themselves
selves a skill heretofore unsuspectroller over Piedmont and Bowdon,
Kappa Phi Sigma 6
of farming?"—Muhlenberg Week- capable of pinch-hitting for Danny
ed in the long process of learning
crushing them 7-6 and 48-0.
Kappa Alpha 39
ly.
the essentials of fencing technique.
in case a substitute is needed.
Rho
Lambda
Nu
0
R Club
Lint Malone, scrappy Tar guard,
Silver is again being coined freeWhen you sense the fragrance of injured his trick knee again FriThe R Club met Thursday afteryou are smelling its day, but is undergoing heat treat- ly in France after seven years of
noon to decide upon the athletic
The banana is really a ve
ments a t the Infirmary and expects government restrictions.
leaves and not its petals.
awards for individuals, awards for nd not a fruit.

S HEALTHY NERVES

ROLLINS
STUDENTS!
Our Plant is a t
Your Service

O r a n g e Laundry
and

TO BE A CHAMPION
BRONK RIDER!

RIDE 'EM COWBOY' Every second is Lrowdcd with danger
for Eddie Woods, twice all-round cowboy champion at
the famous Calgary Stampede. It sure takes healthy
i tt» stay on board a fighting bronki "Camels are
my smoke," sa>s Eddie Woods. "They i
jangle my i

Colonial Cleaners
Fairbanks Ave. -

Phone 413

TO CELEBRATE T H E GAME
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Eddie Reynolds a n d H i s Orchestra
Course Dinners - Chop Suey
Italian Dishes

Steaks
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Telephone 9361

46 West Central
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EDDIE WOODS, one of the

To S a v e Yourself
Much Trouble . . .
We completely service your car in one stop
. . . every part is examined, checked and put
in perfect condition. Come in today for this
inexpensive yet valuable service and you'll
save yourself money and time by avoiding
future repairs.

FIRESTONE
SERVICE STORES. INC.
One Stop Does It AU—Orlando

"top

hands"of the cowboyworld, says:
"Ten seconds on the back of
in outlaw horse is about the
hardest punishment for a man's
serves that anybody can imagne. To have nerves that can take
t, I smoke only Camels. I've
tried them all, but Camels are
my smoke! They have a natural
mildness, and I like their taste

better. Most important of all,
Camels do not jangle my nerves,
even when I light up one Camel
after another."
If you are nervous... inclined
to "fly off the handle"... change
to Camels. Your own nerves and
taste will confirm the fact that
this milder cigarette, made from
costlier tobaccos, is better for
steady smoking.

CAMEL'S COSTUERTOBACCOS
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiRii«^^^

L J. Beynolda Tobacco Company
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